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September 4~5 in South Korea’s Grand Hyatt Incheon. The report is available in English, Korean,

and Chinese.



According to Song Chi-Hyung from Dunamu, which operates cryptocurrency exchange

Upbit, a lack of experience is the main reason that people are unsure about

cryptocurrency.

Citing Apple founder Steve Jobs — who once said “technology should be beautiful or

invisible” — Song, Chairman at Dunamu, explained that Jobs was able to start the

smartphone era with iPhones. The design and simple user experience is what attracted

people to use smartphones, stressed Song at an Upbit Developer Conference held in

Grand Hyatt Hotel in Incheon on Sept. 4.

“Currently, cryptocurrency is merely an ugly eyesore with a lot of buttons, sensors and

text displays,” said Song and explained that blockchain should also resemble the iPhone

in terms of simplicity.

1. People talk on Kakao, not the internet

Eliminate the obstacles that deter the user experience

There are two obstacles that deter the natural user experiences using blockchain. The

first is volatility. If the price of a coin increases, people’s expectations rise while reduced

coin prices result in demands for compensation.

The second is scalability. This is in fact the part where the largest level of effort is

needed. Song said, “Bitcoin or Ethereum are rapidly improving the scalability through

solutions like Lightning Network, Raiden and Plasma.”

Scalability in bitcoin refers to limits on the amount of transactions the bitcoin network is

able to process.

3

Why blockchain?

The first reason in favor of blockchain is the token economy. Steemit is a social media

platform where people get paid for creating and curating content. When users put up a

post, the writer receives compensation based on votes. Their desire to receive more
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compensation drives the content creators to produce content that is high in quality. But

even Steemit suffered side effects. Those who possessed large tokens colluded to

support certain content creators, which explains why blockchain has the answer for

achieving a token economy — transparency.

The second reason is the adjustment of complicated interests. People with different

interests rely on contracts. This costs a lot of money, but blockchain could eliminate the

cost through smart contracts that are based on blockchain, according to Song.

The third reason is to do with non-fungible token projects. CrpytoKitties is a game that

has shown the efficiency of non-fungible tokens. Now, non-fungible tokens are adopted

in diverse ways in the gaming industry and are also being trialed in diverse industries

including digital art and authentication certificate for luxury goods.

Blockchain technology is still questionable. Discussing the technology itself can move

far outside a lot of people’s understanding. The blockchain industry will start to officially
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develop and enter the competition phase once all the obstacles that deter the user

experience are eliminated. Diverse projects shown in the Upbit conference are some of

the players who jumped into the market.

Song said, “Just like people refer to operators like Kakao, Naver and Facebook by the

service names instead of by the technologies, I am certain we will one day face the era

when people call blockchain services by the name of the services instead of the word

blockchain,” said Song.
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Blockchain is still in its infancy. If you think of where the industry is in terms of early

capital market development, it would be somewhere around the 18th century. For

whatever the currency is finally used for -- whether for the exchange of goods, as a

measure of value or as a store of value -- it needs to be stable. For cryptocurrency to

function like a real currency, it needs to overcome the volatility problem. In the

blockchain industry, stabilizing cryptocurrency is the stablecoin project.

2. The stablecoin answer to the main crypto question

Pegging coins to legal tender

Stablecoins are often pursued by companies issuing cryptocurrency pegged to a

country’s legal tender. Such attempts are mostly pursued in developing countries with

poor financial business infrastructure. The Rupiah Token, based on the Luniverse

blockchain platform from Dunamu subsidiary Lambda256, is one example. One Rupiah

Token, a cryptocurrency pegged to the Indonesia’s Rupiah, is valued at 1 Rupiah.
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Pegging coins to a basket of legal tender

Some say the stable coin market has been saturated, but the market is centered around

cryptocurrencies pegged to U.S. dollar, so there is still growth potential for such

projects in the Asian market, said Jeth Soetoyo who established Rupiah Token. The

token is currently traded on Upbit, a cryptocurrency exchange that has been

aggressively expanding its business in the Southeast Asian market.

The process of issuing a stablecoin pegged to a single flat currency can be quite simple

since you only need to issue the same amount of tokens as balance of that legal tender.

However, if value of a legal currency that a stablecoin is pegged to suddenly plummets,

the existence of the stable coin can be at risk because the value of the stablecoin

depends on the value of its pegged currency.

Blockchain-based global fintech company Terra pegged its cyrptocurrency Terra to

special drawing rights (SDR) created by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The SDR

is an international reserve asset created by the IMF. The value of the SDR is based on a

basket of five currencies - the dollar, the euro, the renminbi, the yen and the pound.
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Pursuing stability of a coin

For those who hope to maintain the decentralized nature of cryptocurrencies, the idea

of reducing the currency’s volatility by depending on legal tender is problematic. So

these people choose to issue stable coins with cryptocurrencies as collateral, thus

maintaining the decentralized nature. The dai stable coin by MakerDAO is one example

of a decentralized finance projects.

Individuals issue dai with ethereum as collateral. To create a sustainable Dai ecosystem,

there is also a loan rate on the stable coin. The loan rate is 10.5 percent as of the end

of September. If the ethereum price falls dramatically, users need to put in more

ethereum as collateral or pay back some of the dai coins. If such measures are not

taken, the currency is automatically liquidated. If centralized debt position is liquidated,

and ethereum held as collateral will be put to auction at a price cheaper than market

price. In this process, users are fined a 13 percent penalty and an additional commission

for having bad loans.

A system that keeps stability of dai by penalizing bad loans is called keeper. Users can

become keepers and purchase ethereum sold at below market price to achieve

additional benefit. Still, decentralized finance lacks risk management compared to

existing centralized systems. Dai’s price is set based on the supply and demand of

ethereum. But since demand has been greatly exceeding supply for a while, loan rates

or commissions to stabilize the coin rose from 0.5 percent to as high as 19.5 percent at

one point. There is along way to go before decentralized finance is adopted in our daily

lives.
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Scalability is a core factor in implementing blockchain to everyday services. Scalability

refers to the ability to flexibly react to an increase in users. Scalability arose an issue in

the blockchain industry in 2017, when the number of users shot up in a short period of

time.

3. For scalability, they can throw out the blockchain

Doesn’t have to be public

With the end of the cryptocurrency boom in 2018, a realistic solution became

mainstream. Around this time, enterprise blockchain garnered attention with global

companies embarking on blockchain projects using their own infrastructure.

In Korea, Kakao’s blockchain affiliate GroundX’s cryptocurrency project Klatyn is at the

lead of corporate-led blockchain businesses. Klatyn officially launched in June 2019. The

next month, nine Blockchain Applications (BApp) that were to work with Klaytn started

services. The system works differently compared to public blockchain services that

pursue total decentralization. The so-called “partial decentralization” offers enhanced
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processing speeds and higher efficiency while maintaining the transparency of a public

blockchain.

“Klip, our digitial crypto asset wallet, will launch on Kakao this year,” said GroundX CEO

Jason Han at the Upbit Developer Conference (UDC) 2019 on Sept. 4.

Focus on distributed ledgers

On the contrary, one project is establishing a platform using digital ledger technology

(DLT) without blockchain. Introduced at UDC 2019, Hedera Hashgraph does not use

blockchain in its decentralized public network. Instead of verification using the PoW,

PoS or DPoS systems used for blockchain, Hedera uses a consensus algorithm built on

Hashgraph, for which 39 organizations and enterprises oversee governance. IBM, Boeing

and Nomura Holdings are among its members.

Hedera Hashgraph also applies a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) called Gossip Protocol

to overcome the blockchain’s “trilemna”— a term that refers to blockchain’s

fundamental limit to achieve scalability, decentralization and security all at once.
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The company’s co-founder and chief scientist Dr. Leemon Baird explained at UDC 2019

that Hedera Hashgraph’s consensus-based service can help obtain high levels of

functionality, credibility, fairness and privacy.

Staying user-friendly

Of course, there are improvements to be made. Above all, the main question is about

the essence of scalability. On this matter, the blockchain industry is still discussing

temporary protected status (TPS). Solely talking about TPS, there are blockchain projects

that surpass the TPS of Visa, at approximately 3,500 TPS, and Mastercard, at around

2,000 TPS. But most of these projects had to limit decentralization and security on

behalf of obtaining TPS.

From a similar perspective, some say Hedera Hashgraph’s gossip protocol is also

weighed on TPS and therefore will not last long. The DAG method, including

Hashgraph, has the issue that one transaction requires the verification of two

transactions. To confirm one deal, there needs to be two deals for a valid verification.

Hedera Hashgraph aims to solve this old issue in DAG by using the median value of

verification transactions. But this method comes with fundamental concerns that

deriving a median value can hurt integrity. At this stage, the focus should not be on

devising a scalable project, but devising scalability in a way that can offer user-friendly

services.
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The pioneer of blockchain ecosystems is Satoshi Nakamoto. Ever since Satoshi created

bitcoin, it became a catalyst to pursue decentralization. Still, the problem is that bitcoin

had the properties of a digital asset but didn’t have the concept for service provision.

At the beginning, no one could imagine an ecosystem where decentralized applications,

or DApps, run on a decentralized network system. Vitalik Buterin, founder of ethereum,

managed to solve that problem. Ethereum gained traction despite early challenges. It,

however, faced trouble in terms of scalability.

4. Last Romanticist, waiting for Ethereum 2.0

Become the source of blockchain challenges

CryptoKitties, a DApp on the ethereum platform, was at the center of the controversy,

which revealed the issue with gas, a fraction of an Ethereum token that is used to pay

miners securing that transaction. The gas should be paid to miners at CryptoKitties and

with the popularity of the game, fees also soared. At the time of the digital game’s

launch, ethereum users also skyrocketed, which sent the ethereum network down. The

incident raised the issue of scalability and dampened the reliability of decentralized

system.

Ethereum 2.0, dreams of a decentralized organization come true

Even when the problem arose, the ethereum community stuck with the decentralized

approach. Before the CryptoKitties event took place, Joseph Poon and Buterin

suggested a project called Plasma. Plasma brought up the notion of improving the

speed of ethereum transactions through the so-called sidechains. The sidechains handle

routine transactions and regularly send a brief on transactions to the mainchain to

restore scalability.

In Korea, a company called Onther adopted the approach with its mission of providing

the level of sidechains used on ethereum. Under the Plasma project, DApps can’t
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operate whereas Onther made it possible through a system called Ethereum Virtual

Machine. The Korean company needed to devote more effort to settinging up the

system, but it could become a major player in the sidechain space once Onther finishes

its own project. Onther is on track to enhance its system through second layer and zero

knowledge proof.

Jung Soon-Hyeong, founder of Onther said that “Decentralized cryptocurrency exchange

powered by zero knowledge proof zk-SNARKs ensures safe token trading since it is

based on the zero knowledge proof and smart contract.”

Still, the cost of maintaining the system could be higher. “The complex data system

could be solved through a second layer.” With the contribution of players at home and

abroad, the era of ethereum 2.0 will likely arrive next year. The improvement on

scalability will likely be completed in the first phase. Ethereum 2.0 will mark the end of a

series of projects over the past years.
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While today almost everyone is on Instagram, blogs dominated between the late 2000s

and the early 2010s. In Korea, Naver blogs were most popular. To vitalize its blogs,

Naver adopted a “power blogger” system, where those who were exceptional bloggers

through frequent updates and quality content were given a digital medal to benefit

their profile information. The digital medal was seen as a type of verification to attract

users.

But around 2010, power bloggers became power blogging beggars after several

scandals. It turned out some of the power bloggers called up popular restaurants and

threatened the owners that they would write bad reviews on their blog unless they were

given free meals. Some bloggers sold products to their followers without disclosing the

fact that they were paid by the company to advertise.

The public started to criticize power bloggers, and they were labeled as power blogging

beggars.

5. How power bloggers became power blogging beg-
gars

Incentives to viewers with information sovereignty as a plus

The blockchain industry has been trying to change the paradigm on advertisement and

incentives to address the power blogger problem. One of the noticeable changes is the

implementation of selective advertisement. Selective advertisement is a system that tries

to incentivize the advertisements that previously were excluded in the incentive

structure.

The Brave web browser and the Basic Attention Token (BAT) by Brave Software is one of

the leading projects. When accessing the Brave web browser, all advertisements are

blocked. And because there are no advertisements as default, the speed of the browser

is faster than other browsers. And there are no concerns about information leakage, as

all information is stored in decentralized ledgers rather than on a central database.
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Brave Software is also distributing its BAT tokens. Brave browser users can donate the

BAT to their favorite content creators. Additionally, it has an auto-contribute service,

which is similar to paid subscription, which helps increase the income of content

creators.

A certain amount of tokens are contributed when a user visits a specific site and

accesses the content. Brave Software plans to adopt selective advertisement in the long

haul as there is a limit in increasing BAT demand only with BAT contribution.

The use of the token could be expanded when the BAT is given to the publishers and

content creators when the viewers watch the advertisement. The advertisers can

participate in Brave’s ecosystem by supplying advertisement.

Of course, the setting would be made to allow consumers to watch the advertisement

only when they want to. This service is not yet available in Korea, but it is available in

several other countries. The service’s practical use in daily life has been proven as Brave

browser ranked No.1 in terms of downloads in Japan, which is rare for a blockchain

company.
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If the token is only used in compensating contents creators, there would be a limit to

raising the value of the token even if services are expanded. As such, there are projects

that are trying to expand the use of the token for other purposes.

Expand the use of incentive tokens
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The projects include Korea’s TTC and Contents Protocol (CPT). Through its own mainnet,

TTC has increased the transaction speed and created an independent payment solution,

TTC Pay. TTC has launched a social media service, tata, with the establishment of a

blockchain platform at the center. “Tata has attracted 17 million users in China,” said

Brian Cheong, TTC CEO at UDC 2019. “By expanding blockchain-based incentives, we

are establishing a more active social media alliance.”

CPT gives incentives to content creators on its own Watcha service. Watcha is a service

that recommends tailored content based on data. “Watcha is a service that combined

content evaluation ratings with blockchain,” said Alex Jihyun Won, COO of CPT. “We

plan to expand our businesses to apply CPT to other streaming and e-book areas.”
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Data is a source for profit these days, as companies utilize customers’ data to earn

profits. Yet there hasn’t been any news of internet service providers, especially huge

platforms like Google, YouTube, Facebook and Naver, actually paying their users for

their information. Why have things turned out this way?

6. Your data is money

Recovery starts with ownership

The view of the economic and social value of data has reached a plateau. Since the

European Union launched the General Data Protection regulation in May, data of EU

citizens has been limited from being sent overseas. Contemplation on the legal status of

data has begun. Brittany Kaiser, founder of DATA who acted as a whistleblower in

Facebook’s private information leak scandal, said during the D.FINE Conference in early

October that the digital quotient (DQ) will be important in the future just like the

emotional quotient (EQ) and intelligence quotient (IQ).

The controversy may have started as platforms have become centralized. In the DQ era,

decentralization will occur from ecosystems using blockchain. If that happens,

individuals’ data will no longer fall into the hands of a few. If I provide my personal

information, I will receive tokens back. Everyone would have control over his or her own

data and manage them.

I certify who I am

Personal data is not just confined to social security numbers, gender and physical

information. For such information to be free of central management systems run by the

government, banks or individual websites, a different type of self-verification system is

needed. That is why the Decentralized Identity (DID) technology based on blockchain

has drawn interest. Using the DID technology, people can own and use their own data.

Smart contract certifications based on DID will make platform use more efficient from

having no third party coming in.
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Stopping platforms becoming kings

Daimler Mobility AG has been using DID for a rental car service offered at its blockchain

factory launched in July. In the current rental car market, customers in need of cars visit

centers, identify themselves and pay a price to have car keys in their hands.

“Through the Know-Your-Customer Rule process, we can check the validity of users’

legal licenses and reduce costs from eliminating the middle man in the process,” said

Jan Junge, head of blockchain development at Daimler Mobility AG, during the Upit

Developer Conference held in September. With no need to show their identifications,

customers can identify themselves through the DID system and use online channels to

receive their car.

Paying for the service could also happen through blockchain.

Mismatching information at the rental car market is not just a problem between

customers
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Co-existence instead of competition

and platforms. If large platforms offer their customers’ data to smaller and newer

businesses, users have more options. “Daimler Mobility AG’s open platform is freely

open and run through open source,” Junge said. “Platforms can offer services that

everybody wants, and everyone follows the same rules, enjoys the same rights and are

free to join or leave at any moment.”

MiL.k, known for the Yanolja coin, is taking a step further and offers rewards in

cryptocurrency for customers offering their information. MiL.k is the first blockchain-

based reward system platform that came from an alliance of travel, accommodation and

rental car companies including Yanolja, Dealcar and Seoul Airport Limousine. Companies

included in the alliance allow their users to transfer coins from their own platforms to

coins for the MiL.k platform.

By using a united currency, platform users are offered a wider range of choices. For

example, a customer with points from Yanolja can use the points on MiL.k to rent cars
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or enjoy services they want by again changing the MiL.k coin to Dealcar points.

MiL.k Alliance also stimulates co-growth for its member companies. By using the single

blockchain-standard offer in MiL.k, alliance companies can easily step into the

ecosystem merely by running their APIs. Through co-marketing on an open platform,

MiL.k Alliance companies move toward co-existence rather than monopoly.
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A total of 300,000 people died as a result of the 2010 Haiti earthquake. The American

Red Cross raised around $500 million, but 40 percent of the total was spent on internal

expenses. The major reason the donations can’t be fully utilized has to do with aid

agencies functioning as a middleman to deliver the funds.

7. Donations without supporting corrupt governmen-
ts or banks

Why is the delivery cost so high?

Blockchain technology is receiving attention in the field of aid. The transparency and

credibility of blockchain are seen addressing the blind spot of donations. Information

about the donation - whether it is paid in cash or cryptocurrency - can be saved in the

blockchain. This means that ill use of the donation can be traced. Since transactions

involving donated funds can be made only after the approval of aid agency members,

the chance of embezzlement is low.

Expenses can also be lowered and problems of timing can be solved. Cryptocurrencies

attract commissions near zero, as the money can be directly delivered to the beneficiary.

The transaction can be sent in just several seconds, unlike in the past when it took up

to several days.

Connie Gallippi, founder and executive director of BitGive, said people in poverty can

directly receive help wherever they are. There is neither a corrupt government nor a

corrupt bank in the middle, according to Gallippi.

Several accounts aren’t necessary at Jordan refugee camp

The UN World Food Programme is an organization that actively utilizes blockchain. Its

Building Blocks is a blockchain project used to help transfer money for food aid to

Syrian refugees at a camp in Jordan.
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Houman Haddad, founder of the Building Blocks project, said blockchain can be useful

when several agencies support refugees. The neutral system helps agencies cooperate,

according to Haddad.

Blockchain identification could save refugees

Identification based on blockchain could be dangerous. The information could be

misused or even be collected by terrorist organizations. That is why projects like the

Building Blocks Project only collect strictly necessary information, like refugee health

conditions, to post on the blockchain.

Offering identification to refugees is an important issue. A total of 110,000 refugees

worldwide have difficulty with identification. Some people even lose the identification

they had. A lot of them have to make great efforts to prove their identity through social

activities for 15 years, like marriage or employment. Financial transactions are another

issue. But they can directly receive funds by means of blockchain-based identification. If

transactions and payments are made possible through blockchain-based identification,

other financial services like savings and loans can be utilized. Blockchain could help set
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the foundation for financial independence.

“That has to be done”

The Building Blocks Project is still at the experimental stage. It still requires close

cooperation among humanitarian networks to be used extensively on aid. Identification

requires a lot of cooperation among several agencies, according to Haddad. He

explained that since blockchain is a relatively new technology, it has to be dealt with

carefully. If investment in blockchain could help reduce costs, the money is worth

spending, said Haddad.
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[UDC Report]-8 Digital assets in games that take time and effort to create could soon

have real-world value through blockchain technology. Games that allow players infinite

freedom in a limited environment and often require imagination and effort are called

"sandbox" games. These games give users a near-god like status, allowing them to

make buildings and even create something of their own by combining existing game

items. For example, Minecraft gamers can build items within the game. Users are able

to create a version of the game that the original developers couldn't imagine.

8. A plea to moms: playing games can pay off

Creations locked up in the sandbox

Although sandbox games fulfill the creative desires of gamers, there is one major

limitation: the creations stay inside the game. Newly crafted items cannot be saved in

the game's central database, staying within the user's game, and cannot be sold.

Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games that surfaced in the mid-2000s are

similar to sandbox games, however, they succeeded in translating the marketplace of

items within the game to have real world value.

Digital assets start to have real-world value

Socio-economic activities within games can now translate to actual value through Non-

fungible Tokens (NFT). Limited items within games can be converted to such tokens and

their rarity gives them more value. For example, CryptoKitties is an Ethereum-based

game that allows users to create digital cats. Each cat has its own original identity tag

based on the Ethereum development standard ERC-721.

This limits copycat cats in the game and, through blockchain technology, users can

prove their ownership of the cat as it is recorded on the blockchain, which cannot be

forged. If a user creates a unique cat, they can sell the cat to other users with Ethereum

tokens. As the tokens can be converted to real cash through exchanges, we have now

reached an age where digital cats are up for sale.
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Into the real world

Online assets and the work put into to creating them can now be translated into real-

world value through NFTs and cryptocurrencies.

“One of the areas where blockchain can be best utilized is digital recording and proving

ownership,” said Son Woo-ram, CEO of Reality Reflection, a developer of augmented-

reality (AR) game Mossland at the Upbit Developer Conference (UDC) 2019. “Areas that

weren’t thought of as assets and the time and effort that was put in now can be given

value,” he added.

Mossland issues NFTs on buildings in the virtual world. The buildings are sold on its

auction program, which became famous after professional StarCraft player Hong Jin-ho

took part.

The program also boasts the highest number of transactions among all global

decentralized applications (DApp). Mossland also released “The Hunters” game early this

year, which shows buildings and landmarks on the map through GPS and users try to

find the building using the GPS.
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Beyond the real world and into virtual reality

It is also possible to convert objects with real-world value into assets in games.

Superbloke, introduced at UDC 2019, operates “FC Superstars,” a blockchain-based

football card collecting service. The service develops real-world players based on their

actual match performances and records.

Users can select the football players to play games and can even own them as a digital

asset. As the players are real people, the service signs an intellectual property contract

with the teams. Lamda256, under Dunamu, currently provides technical assistance to FC

Superstars and is planning to help establish an NFT marketplace. The combination of

blockchain and games through NFTs give value to items in the virtual world. NFTs can

eliminate the disparity between the real and virtual world and also put a price on items

in games that was previously not possible.
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Kevin Abosch sold a digital photo of an “organic potato” for £750,000 pounds. The

image had no physical form. “People who buy and sell bitcoin ask me what is the value

of my work if it can’t be seen and hung on the wall--it’s absurd bitcoin traders would

ask me that,” he said.

Culture and art are fields where calculating tangible value is impossible, and therefore

price is based on interpretation. Abosch’s piece was valued based on his status based

on a portfolio of portraits that include director Steven Spielberg and Johnny Depp.

9. Blockchain calls out on art

Is the 1.2-billion won “Forever Rose” a photo or a coin?

Kevin Abosch responds to this question by referencing “Forever Rose”-–a project that

combines cryptocurrency and digital photography and the tokenization of artwork

invisible to the human eye. Abosch encrypted a digital image of a rose and issued an
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ERC-721-based token, ROSE. There is only one single ROSE token in the world.

More than 1.5 million bidders rallied worldwide to purchase this one-and-only

“artwork,” and Abosch changed his original plan to sell it to one person and eventually

increased this number to 10, raising 1.2 billion won in total. Forever Rose was valued at

1.2 billion won—but is it a photograph or a token?

Abosch recalls a conversation he had with a friend working at a stock exchange who

once told him why people buy artwork—to experience the piece, to be in the same

space with the art work, to show the world that they have fine taste in art and lastly, for

investment purposes. The friend had told to keep it a secret, but normally people buy

art for two of the four reasons above. This backs the assumption that the intention of

ROSE’s buyers was not to experience the work but to possess a token that was

supposed to be exclusive in the world.

Hockney’s piece with a 9,900 won price tag?

Tokenization of art enables anybody to own a piece of a pricy artwork. Artbloc is a

blockchain-base art investment platform. On its website, two 2018 pieces by British

painter David Hockney—Pictured Gathering with Mirror and Focus Moving—were

divided into tokens, each selling for 9,900 won. Hockney’s paintings have sold for more

than those of any other living artist.

Tokenizing art also provides new opportunities for artists. The traditional art market was

centered on auctions and a small number of brokers. This resulted in asymmetry of

information and high fees—both of which can be addressed through tokenization. The

public can have access to transparent information and lower prices through fractional

ownership. The more people engage in the purchase, the more liquidity flows in the

market—and this expands opportunity for minor artists to meet with the public, which

in the past would have been difficult apart from those hand-picked by art galleries.

“Blockchain shifts the power of institutions to individuals,” said Abosch. “The technology
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can bring power to artists and creators”

Blockchain to decide SM’s future

SM Entertainment Joo Sang-sik, head of CT-AI team, announced plans to adopt

blockchain to protect music copyright and enhance transparency for transaction records.

SM aims to use the blockchain as a platform for value in the entertainment industry.

One goal is to protect copyright for albums and other musical work. Bugs and CJ Olive

Networks have already applied blockchain to protect intellectual property. CJ uses the

Amazon Managed Blockchain from Amazon Web Services. Entertainment company

adoption of blockchain also offers a way for profit making as it helps protect copyright

and compensate artists.

“Blockchain can help in enforcing a virtuous cycle to support the work of artists and

compensate them based on their efforts and contributions,” said Joo.
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Adopting digital securities is a global trend. After Denmark adopted them in 1983, most

members of the OECD followed. Korea adopted digital securities on Sept. 16.

10. Government should allow investment not specul-
ation

Risk of digitalization

Not only digital securities, but all digital assets, like cryptocurrencies, create kind of a

crack in a securities market that was long based on paper securities. Kim Do-hyung,

CEO of blockchain-based fintech company Finhave, pointed out during the Upbit

Developer Conference on Sept. 5 the three major risks digitalization of assets could

bring.

First is the risk related to custody. It is easier to understand if you think of the massive

fat-finger error of Samsung Securities, where some of its employees sold "ghost stocks"

mistakenly issued by the company. Samsung Securities was planning to pay out 1,000

won in cash per employee shares but instead mistakenly allocated 1,000 shares per

employee share. It issued 2.81 billion of these shares. This happened because the

employees could issue stock by inputting numbers into the computer rather than

issuing the stock in paper form.

Secondly, there is risk involving the counterparty. There is a time lag from when a

transaction takes place and the money from that transaction is transferred. In the local

stock market, it takes roughly two days to cash in stocks. In Japan it takes three days.

As the delay leads to an unsettled balance, countries are making an effort to reducing

the time to realize stocks.

The third risk is related to information asymmetry. Digitalization has made it possible

for information to be distributed and shared in real time. The problem now is who gets

information before others. A policy on fair disclosure has been put into place to solve

the information asymmetry problem, however, there is still a long way to go.
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Regulating authorities should regulate services not the
technology itself

The conclusion of the debate regarding the regulatory direction on digital assets that

took place during the UDC 2019 was that "clear regulations can nurture the industry." It

was rather an obvious conclusion.

Still, there is one thing to touch on before talking about regulation. A common mistake

developers make when starting a business related to cryptocurrencies is believing that

technology can solve everything. Alexander Hoptner, CEO of Germany's Boerse

Stuttgart, said regulating authorities regulate services and not the technology itself. He

said it is obvious for regulators to think one should go to prison if they violate

regulations.

“Until 2017, regulations for cryptocurrencies were rather vague in the Asia-Pacific

region, but now much progress has been made,” said Alex Kim, who is in charge of

Upbit's Asia-Pacific business. He mentioned Singapore as a good example. "Singapore

was able to raise the largest amount of money in the world through initial coin
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Does the government want natural death of market?

Making regulations is the least a country can do to minimize damage incurred from

adopting new technologies. It is not a means to deter technological development. While

Southeast Asian countries are making strides in the cryptocurrency sector, the Korean

government still argues cryptocurrency and blockchain technology can be separated

and is working to make the cryptocurrency market wither.

In the meantime, Facebook has announced Libra and Bakkt launched bitcoin futures. As

of Oct. 7, no Korean cryptocurrency exchange was in the top 30 exchanges listed by

CoinMarketCap.

offerings last year after the Monetary Authority of Singapore made guideline on

cryptocurrencies and continuously updated it.”


